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Dear IPPRA Colleagues and Friends,

IPPRA’s new brand has broadened and accelerated the work at OU’s Institute for Public Policy Research and Analysis. Our new name reflects our goal: to be a nationally visible research powerhouse, focused on both basic and applied research in public policy, with an international reputation for providing knowledge that advances understanding of public policy processes and promotes evidence-based policies for sustainable and effective democratic governance. IPPRA’s approach is to engage and collaborate with OU’s faculty and the broader academic community, to embed the importance of public policy in our research across policy domains, and to enhance the positive impact of science and technological solutions to our most pressing problems. In keeping with our goals and approach, throughout FY 2022 the IPPRA team worked with a broad array of faculty at OU and across the nation to sharpen policy theory and its application in an array of research projects that advance sustainable energy and national security policies and enhance effectiveness of education, public health and disaster responses. This report summarizes those efforts.

IPPRA-led and supported projects have focused on bringing public policy scholarship to bear in a wide array of problem areas, acting as a “force multiplier” in addressing problems in the weather forecasting enterprise, energy engineering, educational arena, national security programs, and climate change adaptation. IPPRA has utilized a diverse set of channels for communicating that knowledge to scholars, decision makers and the broader public. In articles, books, workshops, seminars and podcasts we have advanced understanding of public policy process, with a focus on both the institutions that enable effective policy and the ingredients for effective policy implementation.
Substantively IPPRA has focused on a range of important policy domains, including:

- the implications of disinformation for evolving national security concerns;
- the role of trust for experts and agencies in shaping the effectiveness of public health programs;
- the impact of cascading disruptions on critical national security programs;
- effective risk communication for public response to weather threats;
- the implications of educational policies for outcomes in American public schools;
- processes for siting critical national energy facilities;

and many others. The scope of IPPRA’s work continues to expand with new grants and contracts, new hires, and collaborations that take advantage of existing expertise and develop new capacities. Of particular importance has been IPPRA’s addition of a strong group of IPPRA postdoctoral and masters-level researchers who play critical roles in data collection, analysis and research reporting.

The scope and pace of our work is evident in IPPRA’s KPIs, and detailed in this report. In FY 2022 the IPPRA team published 28 articles and submitted 24 new research proposals and obtained over $3 million in new research funding while engaging in workshops, seminars, conferences and other venues for communicating the results of our research. These efforts built upon extensive collaborations with engineers, biologists, and physical scientists at OU and other institutions to produce the kind of transdisciplinary work that is required to address the complex, wicked problems with which Oklahoma, the U.S., and the world are confronted. This work is getting attention, as indicated by the 958 specific citations of IPPRA publications recorded on Google Scholar. Of particular importance has been our ongoing engagement and collaboration with an array of federal, state and local government agencies that provide critical services to the American public. In all of these ways, IPPRA seeks to advance the understanding of public policy and promote evidence-based policies to support sustainable and effective democratic governance.
To carry out this research requires a top notch team of faculty, staff and students, and a robust network of collaborations and partnerships. IPPRA continues to expand its collaborations with US national laboratories, other universities, federal agencies, practitioners and others. IPPRA continues to expand and provide support professional growth for its research team, including research scientists and associates, postdoctoral and graduate researchers, and a very strong group of affiliated faculty from OU and elsewhere. And IPPRA strives to provide a supportive and creative organizational environment to assure that our work is sustainable.

Overall, as this report makes clear, IPPRA continues to expand the reach and impact of its work. And we expect FY 2023 to be even better. So keep an eye on IPPRA, via on our website (ou.edu/ippra) and its social media (@OUIPRA).

DR. CAROL SILVA & DR. HANK JENKINS-SMITH
Co-Directors, OU IPPRA
The IPPRA team builds partnerships and conducts research by integrating public policy scholarship with the physical and engineering sciences to increase human well-being, improve our social choice infrastructure, and enhance resilience by addressing complex public policy problems and creating opportunities that span natural, technological, and social systems.

The institutional culture at IPPRA is grounded in transdisciplinary thinking and collaboration. We emphasize finding new ways to bridge basic and applied research, thereby bringing fundamental knowledge to bear on urgent public problems.
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IPPRA RESEARCH IN RELATION TO THE OVPRP STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

Aerospace, Defense & National Security
- National Security & Nuclear Policies
- Public Perspectives on Privacy, Security, Surveillance & the Atmosphere
- Reckoning & Adapting to Governing Systems

Energy, Environmental & Sustainability
- Strong Nuclear Energy & Waste Facilities
- Climate Change Perceptions & Adoption
- Public Responses to Extreme Weather
- Oklahoma Energy Assurance
- Social Value of Innovation

Life Sciences & The Future of Health
- Health Care Literacy
- Genomic Research in Tribal Communities
- Aesthetics and the Value of Wildlife
- Disinformation Networks During Disease Outbreaks

Flourishing Societies
- Determinants of Educational Outcomes
- Policymaking Process
- Regulatory Policy & Politics
- Democratic Deliberation
- Knowledge Dissemination in Politics
- Judgment & Decision Making

Core Disciplinary Competencies

Big Data / Simulation / A.I. / Machine Learning
- Text Classification (Godelab & Logos)
- Network Analytics
- Video A.I.
- Applied Statistics
- Social Sciences, Humanities, and Fine Arts
- Research Use in the Regulatory Process
- Decision Analytics Lab
- Theories of Public Policy Process
- Atmospheric and Climate Sciences
- M-SISNet
- VLSI

STRATEGIC RESEARCH VERTICALS

AEROSPACE, DEFENSE, AND GLOBAL SECURITY
Oklahoma Aerospace and Defense Innovation Institute (OADI)

ENVIRONMENT, ENERGY, AND SUSTAINABILITY
Institute for Resilient Environmental and Energy Systems (IREE)

THE FUTURE OF HEALTH
Integrated Life Sciences Institute (ILSI)

SOCIETY AND COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION
Institute for Community and Society Transformation (ICAST)

CROSS CUTTING FOUNDATIONS

> Institute for Public Policy Research and Analysis (IPPR)  
Hank Jenkins-Smith, Co-Director | Carol Silva, Co-Director

> Advanced Radar Research Center (ARRC)  
Robert Pollin, Executive Director

> Data Institute for Societal Challenges (DISC)  
Patrick Smith, Director

> Center for Quantum Research and Technology (CORT)  
Wayne Shu, Director
Across all key performance metrics, IPPRA had a record year of growth. In FY22, the IPPRA team again demonstrated its ability to both produce powerful new research products (28 publications, 57 policy reports/presentations) and grow its impact of existing/prior publications, with 958 new citations on papers published since 2016.

The IPPRA group also saw a record year for new research awards, totaling over $3 Million in awarded projects in FY22, and continued our increased trajectory of research expenditures with another year of over $2 Million in expended funds, reflecting our continued growth as an organization.
In addition, furthering the breadth of our workforce development impact, our team funded and mentored 36 students and post-doctoral research associates in FY22, focusing on embedding students within applied research projects and providing training opportunities that are directly translating into competitive workforce readiness and job placement success.
New Sponsored Research

Sponsored Research Expenditures

Total Sponsored Research Expenditures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOAA</td>
<td>$771,521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>$427,168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandia</td>
<td>$271,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSA</td>
<td>$230,905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>$159,385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYC/CDC</td>
<td>$74,955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US DOE</td>
<td>$45,583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie E Casey</td>
<td>$9,998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordham</td>
<td>$7,545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDA</td>
<td>$5,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$2,004,128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>$1,172,611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandia</td>
<td>$765,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA</td>
<td>$755,185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>$240,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYC/CDC</td>
<td>$75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordham</td>
<td>$41,122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie E Casey</td>
<td>$15,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$3,064,731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NYC/CDC  $74,955
EPA       $159,385
UNSA      $230,905
NOAA      $771,521
Annie E Casey $9,998
Fordham   $7,545
USDA      $5,408
NSF $427,168
US DOE $45,583
In FY 2022, IPPRA expended just over $2.5 million department-wide. Of this total, the vast majority (80%) were research expenditures directly made for sponsored research. In addition, our organization utilized approximately 13 percent of total expenditures for operational support, 7 percent of total expenditures for research support and development work, and 0.5 percent of total expenditures for non-sponsored student support.
Awards and Accolades

Dr. Joseph Ripberger won the Outstanding Early Career Award from the American Meteorological Society (AMS) Board for Societal Impacts. This award is given to an individual within 10 years of having earned their highest degree, or are under 40 years of age when nominated, who has made significant contributions to the discipline and is on a path to becoming a science leader in the community.

Dr. Deven Carlson was awarded the Raymond Vernon Memorial Award from the Association for Public Policy Analysis & Management (APPAM) for excellence in research for his Journal of Public Administration and Management (JPAM) co-authored publication “Kids on the Bus: The Academic Consequences of Diversity-Driven School Reassignments.”

Sustainable Solutions to Wicked Problems In Oklahoma

IPPRA leadership continued to recruit new membership for the innovative Opinion Leader Advisory Network (OLAN), which connects researchers from multiple Oklahoma research institutions to dozens of opinion leaders across the state of Oklahoma. OLAN members are drawn from the public, private and non-profit sectors and represent high level decisionmakers with deep expertise across a variety of subject matter areas.

Currently, the OLAN provides in-depth feedback to and applied collaborations for researchers across the National Science Foundation-funded S3OK project, which includes researchers from multiple Oklahoma institutions working collaboratively to iterate towards a framework for actionable and sustainable solutions to Oklahoma’s wicked problems in water, agriculture, land use and infrastructure.

“I love being part of the OLAN group. I know that there are people on this project that I would not come into contact with other than here.”
-OLAN member

“I have a place to share stories, to learn and to help. What a breath of fresh air!”
-OLAN member
**Research Highlights**

**Know your Audience**
In FY22, the IPPRA team executed a project that analyzed multiple data streams, including social media and survey data, to offer actionable recommendations to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in developing risk communication strategies to improve public knowledge and responsiveness to a variety of environmental risks, initially focusing on wildfire smoke.

**Data and Decisionmaking Tools for Applied Use**
IPPRA has created a variety of interactive data dashboards that offer wide audiences, including sponsors, collaborators, policymakers and the public, the ability to interact and analyze large datasets. Recent users of these analytical tools include NOAA Forecasters, EPA professionals, and the Oklahoma public and decisionmakers. Historically, we offered 3 dashboards that analyze data on Risk Communication, COVID-19 perceptions, and Wicked Challenges facing Oklahoma. In FY22, IPPRA researchers added two new data dashboards that focus on Extreme Weather and Wildfire Smoke.

“Static policy reports are increasingly a product of the past. Experts and policymakers are always asking for dynamic tools and visualizations that allow them to interact with data to facilitate more in-depth and custom analyses. OU IPPRA is leading the charge in this direction by developing a variety of web applications and dashboards that experts and policymakers rely on to make important decisions.”

~ Dr. Joseph Ripberger, IPPRA Deputy Director for Research

**Establishing the Extreme Weather and Emergency Management Survey**
In FY 22, IPPRA established the Extreme Weather and Emergency Management Survey (WxEm), which used state-of-the-science survey design and sampling techniques to implement a yearly survey of the emergency management community (EMs) that will provide longitudinal data on how EMs use National Weather Service (NWS) data, products, information, and decision support when responding to high impact weather events. Data from the WxEm Survey will allow the project team to develop composite metrics that provide direct information to forecasters at weather forecast offices about the most effective way to structure IDSS communication and feedback to administrators in the NWS about how to improve IDSS programs in the future.
As we look to the future, IPPRA continues to exceed a high growth path as outlined through our previous strategic planning processes. To remain on this trajectory, we will seek to increase our sponsored research success, expand our faculty affiliations and research staff to support these research endeavors, and seek additional funding streams to support maintenance and expansion of our highly successful research infrastructure programs.

IPPRA’s established reputation as a premier research institute at the University of Oklahoma is a result of the dedication and expertise of its faculty, staff and students and is also made possible through sustained investments that ensure the longevity of our research infrastructure and allow us to continue to participate in large-scale, cross-disciplinary initiatives. We look forward to continuing these partnerships in FY23 and beyond!
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